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Abstract. This work describes a process-oriented,
microphysical-chemical model to simulate the formation and
evolution of aerosols and ice crystals under the conditions
prevailing in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere.
The model can be run as a box model or along atmospheric
trajectories, and considers mixing, gas phase chemistry of
aerosol precursors, binary homogeneous aerosol nucleation,
homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation, coagula-
tion, condensation and dissolution, gas retention during parti-
cle freezing, gas trapping in growing ice crystals, and reverse
processes. Chemical equations are solved iteratively using a
second order implicit integration method. Gas-particle inter-
actions and coagulation are treated over various size struc-
tures, with fully mass conserving and non-iterative numerical
solution schemes. Particle types include quinternary aqueous
solutions composed of H2SO4, HNO3, HCl, and HBr with
and without insoluble components, insoluble aerosol parti-
cles, and spherical or columnar ice crystals deriving from
each aerosol type separately. Three case studies are dis-
cussed in detail to demonstrate the potential of the model to
simulate real atmospheric processes and to highlight current
research topics concerning aerosol and cirrus formation near
the tropopause. Emphasis is placed on how the formation of
cirrus clouds and the scavenging of nitric acid in cirrus de-
pends on small-scale temperature fluctuations and the pres-
ence of efficient ice nuclei in the tropopause region, corrob-
orating and partly extending the findings of previous studies.

1 Introduction

Aerosol dynamics and aerosol-cloud interactions involve
fundamental physical and chemical processes that produce,
transform, and remove particles in the atmosphere. The need
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to study such phenomena experimentally is clearly recog-
nized, and the use of numerical and theoretical simulation
tools is of similar importance.

Field, laboratory, and remote sensing measurements can
be interpreted by means of modeling. The interpretation
of measurements with models can close gaps by describing
mechanisms that are not accessible during the observations.
Further, modeling may lead to important generalizations by
allowing to predict how the measured objects would behave
in situations different from those that were actually present
during the observations. This can be accomplished with
process-oriented models, covering many individual physical
and chemical processes in great detail.

Besides this process-oriented application, models can be
used as prognostic tools employed in support of planning
field measurements or in situations not covered by observa-
tions at all. This becomes especially relevant in climate mod-
eling, where the evolution of the global atmosphere needs to
be predicted over many decades. Large-scale models of the
atmosphere must operate with relatively coarse temporal and
spatial resolutions due primarily to their large computational
demands and storage requirements.

In conjunction with theoretical considerations, process
models can serve yet another purpose. They may help un-
ravel the controlling mechanisms of complex phenomena.
Eventually, this may lead to the development of physically-
based parameterization schemes that can be used to han-
dle fundamental processes acting on time scales and spatial
scales not resolved by large-scale models.

In the present documentation, a process-oriented,
microphysical-chemical model, the Advanced Particle
Simulation Code (APSC) is described in detail. The APSC
simulates the formation and evolution of aerosol particles
and ice crystals under the conditions prevailing in the upper
troposphere and lower stratosphere (hereafter referred to as
the UTLS region).
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Investigating aerosols and clouds in the UTLS region is
an area of active research, spanning from ultrathin cirrus
clouds in the tropical tropopause region (Peter et al., 2003)
via new aerosol and ice particle formation at the midlati-
tude tropopause (e.g., Kärcher and Solomon, 1999; de Reus
et al., 2000) to unusually large nitric acid trihydrate parti-
cles in the lower stratosphere in polar winter (Fahey et al.,
2001). This is documented by a variety of projects sup-
ported by Stratospheric Processes and Their Role in Climate
activities (SPARC, 2003) and by the International Global
Atmospheric Chemistry Project within various subprograms
(IGAC, 2003). This research area was, and still is, a key el-
ement in projects studying the impact of aviation upon the
atmosphere, in the United States of America (Friedl, 1997;
Kawa, 1999) and in Europe (CORSAIRE, 2003).

The main motivation to set up the APSC was driven by the
need to provide a modeling tool suitable to study in detail
the behavior of particles in the UTLS region. Because cir-
rus clouds frequently form at the low temperatures and still
relatively high water vapor mixing ratios prevailing in this
region, a key requirement was that the code should treat ice
nucleation and describe the interaction between trace gases,
liquid, mixed, or solid aerosol particles, and ice crystals.

In several aspects, the APSC is similar to other non-
equilibrium codes describing the behavior of stratospheric
aerosols and the formation of polar stratospheric clouds al-
though only few such models have been well documented
(Turco et al., 1979; Toon et al., 1988; Meilinger, 1995;
Larsen, 2000; Lowe et al., 2003). In addition, the APSC con-
tains features such as coagulation and nucleation of aerosol
particles that are typical processes in codes simulating the
tropospheric aerosol (Binkowski and Shankar, 1995; Jacob-
son, 1999; de Reus et al., 2000; Pirjola and Kulmala, 2001).
Cirrus parcel models are also available (see references listed
in Lin et al. (2002)), but often these models only treat the ice
initiation phase and therefore do not cover the whole set of
aerosol dynamical processes.

This document is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses general features of the APSC, including the treatment
of dynamics, gas phase chemistry, and particle representa-
tion and chemical composition. Section 3 provides details
of the microphysical core processes that are covered by the
APSC, including numerical solution schemes employed in
the code, and dicusses illustrative case studies addressing
aerosol nucleation, coagulation, and growth and ice forma-
tion and growth. A brief summary of possible model exten-
sions and the conclusions are given in Sects. 4 and 5, re-
spectively. A notation section provides guidance through the
equations presented in this work and an appendix discusses
important parameters related to the microphysics of ice crys-
tals. Some relationships used here are based on the mono-
graph by Pruppacher and Klett (1997) to which we refer for
an in-depth discussion of aerosol and cloud microphysics.

The case studies presented in Sect. 3 are applications of
the model demonstrating its potential to simulate real atmo-

spheric processes. Comparisons of APSC results to analyti-
cal solutions of selected problems have been carried out, but
such technical aspects are not documented here. Specifically,
the APSC has been tested against analytical solutions of the
mixing equations with a mixing rate decaying inversely pro-
portional with time; the condensation equations in the diffu-
sion limit; and the coagulation equations assuming constant
coagulation rate coefficients. In addition, for the fully cou-
pled system of equations treated in the APSC, plausibility
checks based on time scales for individual processes have
been performed and the conservation of the total number of
each molecular species and the total number of particles in
aerosol/ice phase transitions is checked after every time step.

2 General Aspects

2.1 Dynamics

The APSC can be employed in two basic modes: the box (or
parcel) mode and the trajectory mode. Usually, the thermo-
dynamic variables air temperatureT and air pressurep are
connected via the adiabatic law, butp andT may vary non-
adiabatically to account for diabatic or mixing processes.
Under UTLS conditions, it is a very good approximation to
make no difference between air and particle temperatures.

In the box mode, we envisage a parcel of air that undergoes
prescribed changes ofT andp. The box may be fixed at a
given spatial location, or may represent an actual air parcel
undergoing vertical (rising and sinking) motions. The box
may have closed boundaries, but cross-boundary fluxes of
trace gases, particles, or heat may be allowed, for instance,
to simulate exchange of vapor with solid walls in an aerosol
chamber or entrainment and detrainment of air in the vicinity
of clouds.

In the trajectory mode, the air parcel follows the ther-
modynamic evolution along an atmospheric trajectory mov-
ing along isentropic surfaces or driven by three-dimensional
wind fields. Calculations along a large number of domain-
filling trajectories may be carried out to cover large spatial
regions for an extended period of time. Mixing effects, for
instance caused by turbulent entrainment of air in dispersing
plumes, may or may not be allowed.

2.2 Gas phase chemistry

A simple gas phase chemistry is included in the APSC to
predict the chemical production of nucleating and condens-
ing gases. As sulfuric acid (H2SO4) is known to be an ex-
tremely efficient aerosol-producing agent in the free tropo-
sphere and lower stratosphere owing to its exceedingly low
equilibrium vapor pressure, the gas phase chemical module
treats the reactions between SO2, its oxidation products SO3,
HSO3, H2SO4, and the oxidants OH, HO2, O2 (Stockwell
and Calvert, 1983), using an updated rate coefficient for the
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reaction of SO3 with water molecules to form H2SO4 (Reiner
and Arnold, 1993).

Chemical kinetics is solved using a second order implicit
hybrid integration method for stiff systems (Oran and Boris,
1987). The hybrid method consists of an iterated predictor-
multi corrector algorithm which classifies the chemical equa-
tions as non-stiff or stiff based on a time step to chemical
relaxation time ratio for each species. The non-stiff and
stiff equations are integrated using an Euler formula and an
asymptotic expansion formula, respectively. The corrector
equations are iterated until convergence is achieved.

2.3 Particle representation

Aerosol particles and ice crystals are discretized over the size
coordinate instead of tracking the microphysical evolution
of single particles. The latter approach becomes cumber-
some in the presence of phase transitions or coagulation, but
may yield accurate results when these processes are absent.
We use the particle radiusr as the size coordinate, which
is appropriate for liquid aerosol droplets that have a spheri-
cal shape. For non-spherical particles, such as black carbon
soot, mineral dust, and ice crystals,r may be interpreted as
the radius of a volume-equivalent sphere.

Particle radii are discretized into bins. As a large diam-
eter range from∼1 nm for the smallest aerosol particles to
∼1000µm for the largest ice crystals must be covered, bin
widths increase progressively from small to large radii ac-
cording to the frequently used volume-ratio size distribution
(Turco et al., 1979). The bin volume represents the average
volumeV of one particle in a certain size bin. Other parame-
ters are the number densityn of particles in a size bin per unit
volume of air, their surface area densityA, and their volume
densityV . Dividing the latter three parameters by the bin
width (particle mass contained in a bin) allows size (mass)
distributions ofn, A, andV to be calculated.

There are three options (Jacobson, 1999) to represent the
discretized particle properties in the APSC. In the quasi-
stationary size structure (grid), the particles grow to their
exact sizes during one time step, but the adjusted volumes
are fitted back onto a fixed grid at each step in a number-
and volume-conserving manner. In the moving-center struc-
ture, the size-bin edges are fixed, but the size-bin centers may
change. The difference to the quasi-stationary size structure
is that all particles are moved to another bin when cross-
ing the respective bin edge instead of fractionating particle
properties among two or more bins. In this way, numeri-
cal diffusion is greatly reduced. In the hybrid structure, in-
volatile core material (e.g., soot, dust) is treated over a quasi-
stationary grid while during condensation of volatile mate-
rial (e.g., water vapor, H2O, or nitric acid, HNO3) particles
are allowed to grow to their exact sizes. Thus the particles
are not moved to other bins during the growth of volatile
species, eliminating numerical diffusion. If nonvolatile mate-

rial condenses or nucleates (e.g., H2SO4 or ammonia, NH3),
its growth is treated separately over the quasi-stationary grid.

One way to model the transformation of aerosols into ice
particles is to use the moving-center size structure (Haag
et al., 2003a). In the moving-center and quasi-stationary grid,
information about the initial aerosol core size of a frozen par-
ticle is lost, so that the aerosol size distribution may not be
accurately reproduced when the ice particles evaporate. In
the hybrid structure, sequential freezing of aerosol particles
with a given core mass may result in unrealistic averaging of
the total size of ice particles with the same core mass. To
avoid this problem, partial freezing of particles in a given
bin is not allowed when using the hybrid grid. Instead, all
aerosol particles with a given core mass are transformed into
ice when the parameterjf 1t=1, wherejf is the freezing
rate and1t is the model time step. With this correction, the
hybrid size structure is able to reproduce exactly the aerosol
distribution after the ice evaporates, but the number densities
of ice crystals calculated with this method typically differ by
a factor of two or so compared to a calculation that allows
partial freezing of particles in a given bin, such as with the
moving-center or quasi-stationary grid.

2.4 Chemical composition of particles

The APSC results described here were obtained by assuming
that liquid aerosol particles are composed of either H2O and
H2SO4 (binary mixture), or of H2O, H2SO4, and HNO3 (su-
percooled ternary solutions, STS). These particle types are
believed to be important components of the UTLS aerosol
and are the main constituents of liquid type-I polar strato-
spheric clouds (PSCs). The binary mixture is known to form
in the free troposphere and UTLS region by binary homoge-
neous nucleation, but significant uncertainties remain about
tropospheric aerosol nucleation mechanisms. Particulate or-
ganic matter is known to exist in upper tropospheric aerosol
particles (Murphy et al., 1998), but is not considered here
because thermodynamic information to calculate the gas-
aerosol partitioning is not available.

For applications related to low temperature (<205 K)
stratospheric chemistry, it may be necessary to include HCl
and HBr to simulate the behavior of the STS particles. These
species have been implemented in the main version of the
APSC. Their dissolutional growth is treated similar to that
of H2O and HNO3, as described in Sect. 3.3. Further, there
exists an option to include an arbitrary number of insolu-
ble core species to form an internally mixed (liquid/solid)
aerosol. The cores could, for instance, represent sites for bi-
nary heterogeneous nucleation or could act as heterogeneous
ice nuclei (IN). An adsorption equilibrium of H2O can be
invoked to treat the wetting of the core surfaces as a func-
tion of relative humidity. The aerosol particles may undergo
homogeneous or heterogeneous freezing to form one type of
ice particles containg the same types of chemical species and
core material as the internally mixed aerosol.
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A second code version exists, the APSCm, where liq-
uid aerosol particles are treated over the hybrid-size struc-
ture and ice particles are treated either over the moving-
center or quasi-stationary grid. In the APSCm, the particle
scheme is extended to include liquid aerosol particles as de-
scribed above along with an arbitrary number of solid par-
ticles present as external mixtures. Each of these particles
may act as IN and form ice crystals on their own, hence, the
number of different ice crystal types is equal to the number of
different aerosol particle types. Applications of the APSCm
are presented in Sect. 3.5.

2.5 Other features

The dynamical, chemical, and microphysical (condensation,
dissolution, coagulation, binary nucleation, freezing) pro-
cesses are solved by means of operator splitting using a con-
stant time step1t (except the chemistry solver that subcycles
the APSC time step) to maintain a modular code structure.
Time steps are chosen such that the results do not change
upon variations of1t . The calculation of phase transitions
(see Sect. 3.2) usually requires the smallest time steps to be
taken. A typical time step used in freezing calculations is
1t[s]=5/U [cm s−1

], whereU is the peak updraft speed.

In the APSC, the liquid aerosol particles can be assumed
to be in equilibrium with ambient H2O below a prescribed
value for the relative humidity. An equation determining the
equilibrium mass of H2O in particles is solved iteratively for
each size bin as a function ofT and the mass concentrations
of other soluble components. This option is useful when
the relative humidity falls below about 40%, permitting rela-
tively large time steps to be taken; when treating this process
kinetically, very small time steps must be used in order to
resolve the rapid uptake of H2O on small (<0.1µm) aerosol
particles accurately.

Finally, there is an option to calculate the optical prop-
erties of liquid aerosol particles and (spherical) ice crystals
with Mie routines for homogeneous and coated spheres (Wis-
combe, 1980; Toon and Ackerman, 1981). A brief summary
of possible extensions of the APSC is given in Sect. 4.

3 Microphysics

For each basic model equation listed in Sects. 3.1–3.5
the corresponding solution method is briefly discussed in
Sect. 3.6.

3.1 Overall mass balance, pressure changes, and mixing

Microphysical processes do not alter the total number of
molecules of a given species, but partition molecules be-
tween gas and particle phases, whereby – at fixed temper-

ature and pressure – the total number densitynt,l of type-l
molecules is a conserved quantity:

nt,l = nl +

∑
k,j

cl,k,j , (1)

wherenl is the gas phase number density of type-l molecules,
cl,k is the number density of type-l molecules per unit vol-
ume of air present in type-k particles, the sum overk runs
over all particles types and the sumj runs over all particle
size bins.

Of course, number densities may change due to pressure
variations or mixing effects. Using the ideal gas law, the
variation ofn (or c) reads

dn

dt
=

( 1

p

dp

dt
−

1

T

dT

dt

)
n =

γ − 1

T

dT

dt
n , γ = 3.5 , (2)

where we have used the adiabatic lawp∝T γ to derive the
last equation. Introducing the volume mixing ratioχ , being
equal ton or c divided by the total number density of air
molecules, the rate of change ofχ due to mixing can be cast
into the form

dχ

dt
= −ω

(
χ − χamb

)
, (3)

with χamb denoting the mixing ratio in ambient air (outside
the mixing region). Here,ω is the mixing rate that can be
defined as a relative rate of change of air mass between the
mixing region and the ambient air, or as a relative rate of
change of a plume cross-sectional area, depending on the ap-
plication. A similar equation can be formulated for the tem-
peratureT .

3.2 Phase transitions

Phase transitions considered in the APSC are binary homo-
geneous nucleation and freezing of aerosol particles to form
ice crystals. (A binary heterogeneous nucleation scheme is
implemented but not discussed here.)

Binary homogeneous nucleation

Nucleation rate coefficientsJ for H2SO4/H2O parti-
cles per unit volume of air per unit time are taken from
Vehkam̈aki et al. (2002), who provide a parameterization
based on results from the classical theory of nucleation.
The nucleation rate coefficients can be employed to simulate
particle formation at the low temperatures prevailing in the
UTLS region. We solve the following equations for the gas
phase number densitiesnl , the aerosol-phase number densi-
tiescl,a and the aerosol particle number densitiesna:

dnl

dt
= −J N l ,

dcl,a

dt
= J N l ,

dna

dt
= J , (4)

for H2SO4 (l = sa) and H2O (l = wv), whereN l de-
notes the number of type-l molecules in the critical germ.
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This number follows from the parameterization along with
the critical germ radius used to decide into which size
bins the new aerosol particles nucleate. Once formed, the
H2SO4/H2O particles stay in the UTLS region as tempera-
tures are too low to evaporate the H2SO4 molecules.

It is not known how accurate the values ofJ from the
parameterization actually are, even they are based on a
sophisticated treatment of the classical theory of binary
nucleation. Owing to the relatively low surface area den-
sities of aerosols near the tropopause (<10µm2 cm−3,
see K̈archer and Solomon (1999)), the aerosol precursor
H2SO4 can reach relatively high concentrations and binary
nucleation occurs preferentially in a burst. In nucleation
bursts, however, the number of new aerosol particles formed
is rather insensitive to details ofJ (Clement and Ford, 1999).
We discuss one case of a nucleating aerosol in Sect. 3.4.

Homogeneous freezing and gas retention

Rate coefficentsJf for homogeneous freezing nucleation
per unit aerosol volume per unit time are taken from Koop
et al. (2000). In this parameterization, based on a wealth of
laboratory data,Jf is a function ofT and the size-dependent
water activityaw in the supercooled aerosol particles. The
water activity is defined as the equilibrium vapor pressure of
H2O over the solution divided by the equilibrium vapor pres-
sure of H2O over pure water. It depends on the actual mass
fractions of chemical species in the particles which may not
be in thermodynamic equilibrium (see Sect. 3.3). Assuming
rapid freezing of liquid water in the aerosol volume, the fol-
lowing equations are solved for each type of aerosol particles
of radiusr:

dna

dt
= −jf na ,

dni

dt
= jf na , jf = 4πr3/3 · Jf . (5)

In addition, particulate species concentrations are moved
from the aerosol to the ice particle and gas phase during
freezing, i.e.,

dcl,a

dt
= −jf cl,a

dcl,i

dt
= jf cl,aRl

dnl

dt
= jf cl,a(1 − Rl). (6)

The retention coefficientRl is defined as the fraction of a
gas entrapped in a freezing particle. SettingRl=1 assumes
that all the dissolved type-l molecules are retained in ice
particles upon freezing. This is assumed for H2O, the strong
acid H2SO4, and all types of insoluble nuclei, but not for
HNO3, whereRl is treated as a free parameter. In general,
Rl depends onT , the cooling history, and on the nature of
the ice surface and the adsorbing molecules. The values
of Rl for HNO3 and other soluble species are not tightly
constrained by available experimental data (see Yin et al.

(2002) and references therein), and a physical representation
of retention under UTLS conditions is lacking.

Heterogeneous freezing

Arguments have been presented that immersion freezing
is perhaps the most likely pathway for heterogeneous freez-
ing in the UTLS region (K̈archer and Lohmann, 2003). We
compute rate coefficients for immersion freezing of an insol-
uble IN (core) particle with a radiusrc immersed in a liq-
uid aerosol of radiusr>rc using the shifted activity method
proposed by K̈archer and Lohmann (2003). In this method,
the above homogeneous freezing rate coefficient is calcu-
lated with a modified activity,aw+δaw. A critical heteroge-
neous freezing threshold is prescribed and used to compute
the shift δaw such that the desired heterogeneous freezing
occurs around the prescribed relative humidity over ice.

The equations solved for heterogeneous freezing of mixed
aerosol particles and associated retention effects are identi-
cal to Eqs. (5) and (6). In a mixed phase particle, the hetero-
geneous freezing rate is now expressed as a weighted aver-
age over the homogeneous and heterogeneous contributions
(Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003):

jf = 4πr2
c 1 Jf (aw + δaw) + 4π(r3

− r3
c )/3 · Jf (aw) .(7)

The factor1=30 nm accounts for different kinetic prefactors
of the homogeneous and heterogeneous rate coefficents and
homogeneous freezing occurs in the liquid shell surrounding
the insoluble core.

In Eq. (7), almost dry nuclei freezing in the deposition
mode may be included as a limiting case (rc→r). Kärcher
and Lohmann (2003) have suggested that the IN core volume
fraction in a liquid particle is not an important parameter
determining the onset of freezing in the mixed particle.
Rather, the onset is largely controlled by the prescribed
freezing relative humidity. In Sect. 3.5 we discuss freezing
simulations carried out with the APSC.

Sublimation and aerosol core return

When ice crystals evaporate, we assume that any soluble
trace species entrapped in the crystal (either through reten-
tion effects or during ice crystal growth) evaporates at a rate
proportional to that of H2O molecules. This is addressed in
more detail in Sect. 3.5.

The information about the initial mass of soluble and in-
soluble species in a freezing particle is lost as we do not track
the particles individually (recall Sect. 2.3). When the sub-
limating ice crystals have released almost all of their H2O
molecules, we therefore remove them from the ice phase and
reinitialize the initial (or any other) aerosol size distribution
mixing ratios within one time step. To a first order, this yields
a realistic description of cirrus cloud existence in subsatu-
rated air (Str̈om et al., 2003).
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Restoring the aerosol particles in this way allows multi-
ple freezing and evaporation cycles to be simulated without
essential loss of accuracy regarding the freezing calculation
performed with the moving-center or quasi-stationary size
grids. However, the physical description of the ice-to-aerosol
transition requires further improvement in studies where the
lifetime and disappearence of cirrus is a main focus.

3.3 Liquid aerosol particles: dissolution and condensation

Dissolution occurs when a gas adsorbs on a liquid surface
and dissolves in the liquid. The time evolution of the number
densitiescwv,a of H2O molecules residing in aerosol parti-
cles of radiusr (i.e., in a certain size bin) is governed by the
dissolution equation

dcwv,a

dt
= 4πDwvβwv,arna

(
nwv − Kwv,aewv,a

)
, (8)

whereDwv is the diffusion coefficient for H2O molecules
in air, βwv,a is a size-dependent correction factor account-
ing for the transition between diffusion-limited (β→1) and
free-molecular growth regimes (β�1),na is the number den-
sity of liquid aerosol particles with radiusr, nwv is the gas
phase number density of H2O molecules, and the product
Kwv,aewv,a is the equilibrium vapor number density of H2O
over the STS droplet.

The equilibrium vapor number density of H2O over flat
STS solutionsewv,a, taken from Luo et al. (1995), depends
on T and on the mass fractionsWsa andWna of dissolved
H2SO4 and HNO3 in the droplet of radiusr, respectively,
defined by

Wsa = msacsa,a/m,

Wna = mnacna,a/m,

m =

∑
l

mlcl,a; (9)

m denotes the total droplet mass (the subscriptl running over
all molecular species). The termKwv,a is the size-dependent
Kelvin term that accounts for the enhancement of the equilib-
rium saturation ratio over a curved surface. The Kelvin bar-
rier leads to a reduction of the aerosol water mass fraction in
droplets smaller than∼0.1µm in radius. By solving the ra-
dial gas phase diffusion equation with proper boundary con-
ditions and matching the molecular fluxes at the gas/liquid
phase boundary, one can show thatβwv,a is given by

1

βwv,a
=

r

r + λ
+

4Dwv

αwv,av̄wvr
, (10)

with the mean free pathλ of molecules diffusing in air, the
mass accomodation coefficientαwv,a for H2O molecules im-
pinging on the STS surface, and the mean thermal speedv̄wv
of H2O molecules. The accomodation coefficients for all
molecules condensing onto liquid STS surfaces are set equal
to unity. For the numerical solution of Eq. (8) discussed in

Sect. 3.6 it is convenient to introduce a kinetic prefactorkwv,a
and an effective Henry’s law coefficientHwv,a via

kwv,a = 4πDwvβwv,arna; Hwv,a = cwv,a/(Kwv,aewv,a). (11)

The STS droplet number densitiesna(r) in each bin do
not change during gas uptake or evaporation. To compute
the actual particle radii in each bin, the particulate volume
concentrations of individual molecular species are added up
and the sum is divided by the total number density to obtain
the average total volumeVk of type-k particles in a given bin,
from which the radius can be derived:

Vk =

∑
l

νl,kcl,k/nk , (12)

whereνl,k denotes the molecular volume of speciesl in par-
ticles of typek.

Equations similar to Eq. (8) are solved for HNO3 and other
soluble species such as HCl and HBr. It must be emphasized
that the nonlinear dissolution equations are strongly coupled
through the composition dependence of the equilibrium va-
por pressures. The particulate concentrations are also cou-
pled to the gas phase via Eq. (1).

Condensation occurs when a gas molecule diffuses to a
particle surface and changes state to a liquid. In the APSC,
condensation is described by the time evolution of the num-
ber densitiescl,a of type-l molecules residing in aerosol par-
ticles of radiusr according to the equation

dcl,a

dt
= 4πDlβl,arna

[
nl − Kl,ael,a(T )

]
. (13)

The growth equations that describe condensation are similar
to Eq. (8) describing dissolution. The key difference is that,
for a condensing gas, the equilibrium vapor number density
(or pressure) depends only onT and not additionally on the
particle composition. This has implications for the numerical
scheme applied to solve Eq. (13), as outlined in Sect. 3.6.
Strictly speaking, Eq. (13) is only applicable to condensation
of H2O onto pure water droplets, whereel=el(T ). For trace
species with extremely low equilibrium vapor pressures (at
least under UTLS conditions), such as H2SO4 or NH3, the
term Kl,ael is always negligible compared to the respective
gas phase concentrationnl , and Eq. (8) for dissolutional
growth becomes identical to Eq. (13) for condensational
growth.

Liquid polar stratospheric cloud

As an application of the above dissolution equations,
Fig. 1 depicts the evolution of an STS aerosol particle size
distribution in a stratospheric lee wave as a function of the
particle diameterDp, as originally published by Meilinger
et al. (1995). The initial background H2SO4 aerosol size
distribution is lognormal (total number density 10 cm−3,
mode radius 80 nm, and width 1.8), the initial temperature
and pressure is 196 K and 65 hPa. The air contains total
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Fig. 1. Evolution of a lower stratospheric aerosol size distribution
into a liquid PSC in an idealized mesoscale lee wave. The particles
were discretized over 50 bins with a bin volume ratio of 1.7. The
total simulation time was 3.5 h, the initial and final temperature was
196 K. Betweent=1–2 h,T =190 K, achieved by cooling/heating
with a constant cooling/heating rate of 6 K h−1 before 1 h/after 2 h,
respectively. The black solid curve is the dry initial size distribution
at t=0, composed of 0.286 ppb of H2SO4. The black solid curve
with circles is the wet initial size distribution in equilibrium with
ambient H2O. The colored curves are taken at 1.75 h and 3.5 h, and
are calculated with a hybrid size grid (red) and a moving-center grid
(blue). At 1.75 h, the particles have grown dramatically by coupled
uptake of HNO3 and H2O, and around 80% of the available HNO3
is partitioned into STS particles. At 3.5 h, the size distributions have
relaxed back to their initial wet state.

mixing ratios of 5 ppm H2O and 10 ppb HNO3. An idealized
mesoscale lee wave reducesT linearly down to 190 K within
the first hour at a constant rate of−6 K h−1, keepsT constant
at 190 K for one hour, and increasesT linearly to 196 K at
6 K h−1 in the third hour, staying constant thereafter.

At t=0, the particles equilibrated with ambient H2O, re-
sulting in the wet size distribution shown as a black solid
curve with circles (the corresponding dry curve is shown in
black without circles). During the cooling phase, a liquid
PSC is forming, as the background aerosol takes up most of
the available HNO3 and forms STS particles. After 1.75 h,
the STS mean number (volume) radius is 0.45 (0.53)µm
(colored curves at 1.75 h). Very few of the smallest STS
particles (less than∼0.001 cm−3) lag behind during growth.
The moving center distribution becomes very coarse at small
sizes. The last visible grid point in Fig. 1 (blue curve) be-
longs to STS particles withDp=0.39µm; the next grid point
(not visible) belongs toDp=6 nm and very low concentra-
tions (∼10−7 cm−3); growth of the latter particles is hin-
dered by the Kelvin barrier. A similar effect occurs in the hy-
brid grid simulation (red curve), but is less obvious in Fig. 1.
WhenT andp return to their initial values after 3 h, the par-
ticles have evaporated the dissolved molecules and shrink to
their initial wet sizes (colored curves at 3.5 h).
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Fig. 2. The evolution of HNO3 mass fraction in STS particles with
different dry (wet) radii as indicated in the legend for the lee wave
simulation performed with the hybrid size grid (solid curves) as dis-
played in Fig. 1. The kinks inWna(t) at t=1 h and 2 h arise from the
ubrupt changes ofdT /dt . The dashed curves are results from a La-
grangian PSC model (data courtesy of S. Meilinger).

The results obtained with the hybrid grid (red curves) and
with the moving-center grid (blue curves) are virtually free
of numerical diffusion. With the hybrid grid, the STS parti-
cles relax exactly back to their initial wet sizes after 3.5 h, as
the particles are not distributed over several bins and the in-
formation about the initial state of the aerosol is memorized
in this Lagrangian approach. In contrast, the number of size
bins representing the STS particles decreases as a function of
time in the moving-center simulations, resulting in a poorer
resolution of the size distribution in the small size portion.

Figure 2 presents the time history ofWna for three particles
whose initial dry and wet radii are indicated in the legend
(solid curves). Initially, only little HNO3 is dissolved in the
aerosol particles. With ongoing cooling,Wna increases. Af-
ter 0.5 h, the rate of increase becomes faster the smaller the
droplets are, which is caused by diffusive limitation of the
vapor fluxes to the large particles. The mass fractions level
off after the cooling stopped at 1 h andT is held constant. At
2 h, the air parcel temperature rises, but before the mass frac-
tions drop, they increase rapidly and take on their maximum
values around 2.5 h. This effect is caused by the pronounced
difference between the time scales for evaporation of HNO3
and H2O molecules (the latter leave the particles quicker than
the former), as outlined by Meilinger et al. (1995).

The APSC results can be compared to numerical results
obtained with the Lagrangian code developed by Meilinger
et al. (1995), the latter being plotted as dashed lines in Fig. 2
(data from S. Meilinger, personal communication, 2003).
Both models produce the same overall behavior ofWna(t), al-
though the dashed curves reach somewhat higher mass frac-
tions, especially for larger particles. This is probably caused
by slight differences in the underlying vapor pressures.
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Fig. 3. Size distributions of H2SO4/H2O particles developing in a
chemically-induced nucleation burst in the outflow of a deep con-
vective cloud at 200 hPa and 215 K. The particles were discretized
over 80 bins with a bin volume ratio of 1.3. The black curve is the
initial spectrum, the colored curves are snapshots taken 5 h later.
The mixing ratio of OH is held constant at 2 ppt (red curve) or is
completely depleted by reaction with SO2 during the burst phase
that occurs in the first minutes (blue curve). Nucleation, coagula-
tion, and condensation processes occur simultaneously.

3.4 Coagulation

The general form of the coagulation equation reads (here
n≡nk denotes the number density of type-k particles):

dn

dt
=

1

2

V∫
0

CV−V̄,V̄nV−V̄nV̄dV̄ − nV

∞∫
0

CV,V̄nV̄dV̄ , (14)

whereV−V̄ andV̄ are the volumes of two coagulating par-
ticles, V is the volume of the coagulated particle andC is
the coagulation rate coefficient. Brownian rate coefficients
for coagulation between aerosol particles in the transition
regime are implemented in the APSC, consistent with the
transitional factor for growth from Eq. (10) (Jacobson, 1999).

In the APSC, Eq. (14) is extended to describe coagulation
over multiple (one aerosol and one ice) particle size distri-
butions using either the quasi-stationary or the hybrid size
structure with variable bin volume ratios. Details of this
extension are provided by Jacobson (1999). Using the sta-
tionary grid, two coagulating particles form a larger parti-
cle a fraction of which is partitioned between two adjacent
bins. Using the hybrid grid, two coagulating particles be-
come a larger particle whose core volume (not total volume)
is partitioned between two bins. Hetero-coagulation between
aerosol and ice particles is allowed based on Brownian mo-
tion, but additional coagulation rate coefficients (caused by
gravitational collection, turbulent inertial motion, and wind
shear) may be required to study collisional aerosol-ice inter-
actions in more detail.

Nucleation can be induced by cooling, mixing of air
parcels, or chemical production of aerosol precursor gases.
The freshly nucleated particles may grow by coagulation or
condensation. Coagulational growth is important when their
number density is sufficiently high. Condensational growth
is important when enough vapor is available, either because
nucleation has not fully removed the nucleating gases or
condensable gases are present that did not participate in
the nucleation process. In nucleation events triggered by
cooling or mixing, coagulational growth typically dominates
over condensation shortly after particle formation. In events
triggered by chemical reactions, condensation may be
equally important or dominate over coagulation depending
on the rate at which condensable material is produced.

Upper tropospheric nucleation burst

As an application of the above nucleation, coagulation,
and condensation equations, the formation of upper tro-
pospheric aerosol particles observed in the outflow of a
midlatitude storm (Twohy et al., 2002) is examined. The
observations took place downwind of a mesoscale convec-
tive system stretching across much of the central United
States of America and revealed dramatic enhancements
in concentrations of small aerosol particles over at least a
600 km region. The burst of new particles likely occurred
in a continuous stream of convected air emerging from the
storm.

The present case considers nucleation induced by chem-
ical oxidation of SO2 lifted into the UTLS region via deep
convection. The particle formation event has been analyzed
with the help of analytic models for nucleation, conden-
sation, and coagulation of H2SO4/H2O particles (Clement
et al., 2002); the APSC results are also compared with the
inferences from the analytic approach.

Guided by the observations, the APSC simulations
have been initialized as follows:p=200 hPa,T =215 K,
[SO2]=1 ppb, [OH]=2 ppt, [H2O]=50 ppm, background
aerosol number density 250 cm−3, dry mean number radius
0.03µm, and geometric width 1.6. The latter two parameters
and the mixing ratio of SO2 have been estimated. As the time
evolution of the chemical species and the overall mixing ra-
tio of SO2 are uncertain, the use of the simple OH-mediated
chemistry described in Sect. 2.2 without photolysis reactions
is justified. The observed number density of new particles
with radii >12.5 nm is∼1.2×104 cm−3 several hours after
the burst.

The analytical results are: maximum number density of
new particles produced in the burst 7×106 cm−3, duration of
the burst∼5 min, and age of the observed particles 5±2.5 h
after the burst. The dependence on initial SO2 concentrations
is weak, provided the resulting chemical production rate of
H2SO4 does not extend to such small values where nucle-
ation will be cut off.
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Fig. 4. Time history of the nucleation burst as described in Fig. 3. The left panel shows the binary homogeneous nucleation rate coefficient
J in the first 20 min along with the duration of the burst (thick line) estimated from an analytic model (Clement et al., 2002). the right
panel shows the number densities of all particles (solid curves) and of all particles greater than 12.5 nm in radius (dashed curves), along
with the peak number of nucleated particles (arrow) estimated from theory and the observed concentration of condensation nuclei (circle
with estimated uncertainty of the age of the probed air mass). The mixing ratio of OH is held constant at 2 ppt (red curves) or is completely
depleted by reaction with SO2 during the burst phase (blue curves).

The number density of newly formed aerosol particles is
not sensitive to variations of the background aerosol param-
eters in this case, as scavenging losses are small on the time
scale of several hours considered here. This may be regarded
as typical for the UTLS region with relatively low back-
ground aerosol surface area densities (de Reus et al., 1998;
Kärcher and Solomon, 1999). In contrast, many field mea-
surements performed in the middle and lower troposphere
indicate that the higher aerosol surface area there can have a
crucial effect on onset and intensity of nucleation as well as
on particle growth beyond nanometer sizes (e.g., Kerminen
et al., 2001).

The aerosol size distributions obtained with the APSC are
shown in Fig. 3. The black distribution defines the initial
aerosol spectrum, the colored curves are taken five hours
later. The red curve assumes that the OH mixing ratio
stays constant over a 12 h simulation period, while the blue
curve assumes that all available OH is depleted by reactions
with SO2. Both assumptions can be considered as extreme
cases: the former may overestimate the total amount of OH
molecules available to produce H2SO4 and the latter surely
underestimates this amount as other fast radical reactions will
maintain at least an OH level of perhaps a fraction of a ppt.

In the blue case, a single nucleation mode is generated in
the ultrafine size range. The initial size of the new parti-
cles is near 1 nm. New particle formation ceases when all
available OH is consumed, and the nucleation mode grows
exclusively by coagulation thereafter. After 5 h, the mean ra-
dius of the nucleation mode is still in the cluster size range
∼2 nm. In the red case, we observe two nucleation modes.
The first mode peaks towards the smallest sizes. This in-
dicates that nucleation is ongoing and scavenging losses on

larger aerosol particles are not large enough to compete with
nucleation owing to the high chemical production rate of
H2SO4 up to ∼105 cm−3 s−1. A combination of condensa-
tional growth and coagulation produces a second mode that
has grown to a mean radius of∼10 nm after 5 h.

As in the case of HNO3 dissolving into STS particles, up-
take of H2SO4 is always accompanied by dissolution of H2O
molecules in order to maintain equilibrium between the par-
ticles and the ambient relative humidity.

Figure 4 provides more details of the particle evolution
(color coding as in the previous figure). The left panel de-
picts the homogeneous nucleation rate coefficient as a func-
tion of time. The solid bar marks the approximate dura-
tion of the burst (5 min) from the analytic analysis. Both
red and blue curves support this result, but the blue curve
is more burst-like as it rapidly decays after OH is depleted
and no more H2SO4 becomes available after∼20 min. The
red curve shows that a constant level of OH keeps the nu-
cleation rate fairly high at values∼104 cm−3 s−1 over many
hours, explaining the persistence of the leftmost mode seen
in Fig. 3 (red curve).

The right panel in Fig. 4 depicts the total number of aerosol
particles (solid curves) and the cumulative number of parti-
cles larger than 12.5 nm in radius (dashed curves) as a func-
tion of time. The arrow marks the analytic estimate of the
peak number of new particles produced in the burst, and the
black circle marks the estimated age of the air mass (along
with error bounds) at the time of the measurements (Clement
et al., 2002). It is obvious that nucleation is too weak in the
case where OH is not chemically replenished, as neither the
estimated peak total concentration nor the measured cumula-
tive concentration is reproduced. In contrast, the red case is
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consistent with the observations, although we have not con-
volved the condensation particle counting efficiency with the
calculated particle numbers (this would slightly shift the in-
creasing branch of the red dashed curve to later times).

The relatively good agreement between observations, an-
alytic model, and APSC simulation suggests that OH must
have been present in high concentrations over many hours in
order to explain the growth of the new particles into the mea-
surement range. According to the simulations, this implies
that nucleation continued after the burst phase. However, as
experimental information is limited, alternative explanations
cannot be excluded. The requirement of a strong, persistent
source of OH could be relaxed if a sufficient amount of con-
densable material other than H2SO4 was present. As ice par-
ticles form frequently in the outflow regions of convective
systems (anvil cirrus), scavenging of fresh aerosol particles
by cirrus ice crystals may lead to a reduction of the aerosol
concentration along with reduced coagulational growth.

In summary, the numerical simulations highlight that more
detailed simultaneous observations of chemical species, rela-
tive humidity, temperature, and particle properties (including
their temporal evolution) are required to better understand
nucleation events in the UTLS region.

3.5 Ice crystals: depositional growth, trapping of trace
gases, and sedimentation

Condensation on solid surfaces is termed deposition. The
time evolution of the number densitiescwv,i of H2O
molecules residing in ice crystals of radiusr is governed by
the deposition equation

dcwv,i

dt
= 4πDwvβwv,iκiφini

[
nwv − Kwv,iewv,i(T )

]
, (15)

with the notation similar to Eq. (13), except thatr is now
included inκi (see below). The equilibrium vapor pressure
over a plane ice surfaceewv,i is taken from Marti and Mauers-
berger (1993). The functionsκi and φi represent correc-
tions due to the possible non-sphericity of ice crystals (ca-
pacitance) and due to increased rate of vapor transfer to the
upstream surface of large, sedimenting crystals (ventilation
factor), respectively.

Ice crystals with radii below 7.5µm are assumed to be
spherical. This is a reasonable assumption for pristine up-
per tropospheric cirrus particles. The mean roundness of ob-
served ice crystals increases with decreasingT , indicating
quasi-spherical ice particles with mean sizes in the range 20–
30µm atT =233–238 K (Korolev and Isaac, 2003). Replica-
tor images of ice crystals in the radius range 5–10µm taken
at T =218–223 K also support this notion (Schröder et al.,
2000, their Fig. 3d).

Ice crystals with radii above 12.5µm are assumed to be
columns with an aspect ratioA=`/d, defined as the ratio
between the crystal length̀and its diameterd. Ice parti-
cle habits in noctilucent clouds are likely equidimensional

cubic or hexagonal crystals owing to the very low tempera-
tures of 110–160 K prevailing at the mesopause (Turco et al.,
1982). Ice particles observed in polar stratospheric clouds
can be approximated by hexagonal columns withA=1 − 5
(Goodman et al., 1989). The situation is less clear in the
case of cirrus particles. It is known that cirrus ice crystals
can take many different shapes, depending on their life cy-
cle (Miloshevich and Heymsfield, 1997; Wang, 2002); how-
ever, columnar shapes are certainly among the more common
types of ice crystal shapes in the upper troposphere (Korolev
and Isaac, 2003).

In the APSC, we allowA to take the values 1, 2, 3, and
10. In the size range between 7.5µm and 12.5µm, we use
linear interpolations ofκi andφi to ensure a smooth transition
between the spherical and non-spherical approximations.

For spherical particles,κi=r. For non-spherical particles,
we use the capacitance of a column (Jacobson, 1999, p.473):

κi =

√
A2 − 1

[
ln

(A+
√
A2 − 1

A−
√
A2 − 1

)]−1
d . (16)

Note thatκi→d/2 whenA→1. In the following, we assume
that the columns have hexagonal cross sections. Noting that
the surface area of a hexagon with the base circumscribed ra-
diusd/2 is given byS=(3/4)3/2d2, the relationship between
d andr (the radius of the volume-equivalent sphere) is given
by

4π

3
r3

= S ` H⇒ d =

[(4

3

)5/2 π

A

]1/3
r . (17)

The dependence of̀onA can easily be derivedvia `=Ad

using Eq. (17). The capacitance corrects the growth rate of a
non-spherical particle only in the diffusion limit. In this case,
we use the modified transitional correction factor

1

βwv,i
=

r

r + λ
+

4Dwvκ0

αwv,i v̄wvr
, (18)

that replaces Eq. (10) for spherical particles. Here,κ0 is de-
fined asκi=κ0r by the combination of Eqs. (16) and (17).
We setαwv,i=0.5 (Haynes et al., 1992; Warshawsky et al.,
1999; Haag et al., 2003a; Kärcher and Str̈om, 2003). We
use the radius of a volume-equivalent sphere computed from
Eq. (12) to calculate the Kelvin term and the transition fac-
tor in Eq. (15). As both corrections begin to deviate signifi-
cantly from unity only forr<1−10µm and we assume such
small crystals to be spherical (see above), the distinction be-
tween true spherical radius and radius of a volume-equivalent
sphere is not important in this case.

For spherical particles, we employ the ventilation coeffi-
cient for spherical drops (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, p.541).
Values ofφi for hexagonal columns are computed using a re-
lationship for columnar crystals (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997,
p.553). In both cases,φi is parameterized as a function of the
Reynolds (Re) and Schmidt (Sc) numbers characterizing the
flow field around settling ice crystals. The dependence ofφi
is of the formφi(X), whereX = Re1/2Sc1/3. The Schmidt
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number is a simple function of air temperature and pressure.
The Reynolds number contains a dependence on the crystal
habit and hence depends onA.

The scheme used to compute Re works as follows. We first
compute the Best number Be according to

Be=
8mi

π

ρ

η2
, Be(A)=

2mi

A
ρ

η2
; (19)

the left equation assumes spheres and the right equation as-
sumes hexagonal columns. Here,mi is the crystal mass,ρ
andη are the mass density and dynamic viscosity of air, re-
spectively. Then, we use the relationships Re(Be) provided
by Pruppacher and Klett (1997) (p. 417 for spheres and p. 430
for columns) to compute the Reynolds number and from it
the variableX and henceφi(X).

In view of further model extensions addressing gravi-
tational settling of large ice crystals (see Sect. 4), it will
become necessary to compute sedimentation velocities of
ice crystals in free fall. Particles with sizes of interest
(0.5µm<r<500µm) undergo stable fall and establish equi-
librium between gravitational and drag forces in fractions of
a second. Their terminal fall speedw is governed by the
Reynolds number of the flow around the falling particle.

Small particles fall in the Stokes-Cunningham regime:

w =
2r2g(ρi − ρ)

9ηf1
S , S = 1+f2Kn

(
c1+c2e

−c3/Kn
)

;(20)

hereg is the acceleration of gravity,ρi is the mass density
of ice particles, and Kn is the Knudsen numberλ/r. The
Cunningham correction for slip-flowS accounts for gas ki-
netic effects near the particle surface, with the parameters
c1=1.246,c2=0.42, andc3=0.87. The shape correction fac-
tors f1 and f2 (Toon et al., 1989) are introduced to match
the results with the fall speed for large particles (see below).
We setf1=f2 = 1 for spheres and columns withA=1, 2;
f1=1.12, f2=0.52 forA=3; f1=1.65, f2=0.15 forA=10.
Equation (20) holds for Re<0.01, that is, for particles with
r<10µm. Recall that we assume all particles below 7.5µm
to be spherical.

Large particles fall in the Oseen-Best regime:

w =
η

ρd
Re, (21)

where Re andd depend on the ice cyrstal habit as described
above. Equation (21) is valid in the range 0.01<Re<300,
that is, for particles with 10µm<r<500µm. Larger parti-
cles no longer undergo stable fall. Uptake of gas molecules
other than H2O (see below) will not substantially alter the
mass per ice particle and does not affect the sedimentation
velocities. Terminal fall speeds, ventilation coefficients, and
capacitances are discussed further in the Appendix.

Ice crystals may interact with trace gases such as HNO3,
HCl, and HO2 by adsorption and perhaps subsequent het-
erogeneous chemical reactions. A meaningful application

of the concept of adsorption requires steady surface prop-
erties. When ice particles exist under ice-saturated (static)
conditions, H2O molecules will adsorb and desorb at equal
rates. Laboratory studies have shown that such ice surfaces
are highly dynamic, even at very low temperatures; for equi-
librium conditions, adsorption and desorption rates of 10–
1000 monolayers (one monolayer corresponds to∼1015 H2O
molecules per cm2 of surface) per second have been mea-
sured forT =180–210 K (Haynes et al., 1992).

Consequently, a rapid build-up of ice layers by imping-
ing H2O molecules will take place if the ice particles experi-
ence supersaturation. Under such highly dynamic conditions,
it is conceivable that the concept of an adsorption equilib-
rium coverage is not appropriate. Rather, we envisage that
the trace gas molecules will attach to the surfaces only tran-
siently and will become buried by layers of deposited H2O
molecules. Owing to the very low diffusivities in bulk ice, the
trace species will be released to the gas phase only when H2O
molecules evaporate again under subsaturated conditions.

To account for trace gas scavenging by growing ice crys-
tals, we implement a burial coefficientBl that describes dif-
ferent efficiencies of gas trapping under supersaturated con-
ditions in the spirit of Yin et al. (2002). The value ofBl will
be close to unity for molecules that adsorb chemically (disso-
ciate or react) on a static ice surface, because such molecules
will have a relatively long residence time before desorption.
These molecules generally have high deposition coefficients
αl,i→1. An example for a molecule dissociating on ice is
HNO3. Gases with weak (physical) surface interaction des-
orb roughly at a rate comparable to that of H2O molecules
and will tend to have low values of both,Bl andαl,i .

The equation for the time evolution for non-reactive up-
take of type-l molecules (we identifyl with HNO3 for illus-
tration) reads

dcna,i

dt
= 4πDnaβna,iκiφininna,

dcwv,i

dt
> 0 , (22)

with the notation similar to Eq. (15), except that we aban-
doned the equilibrium vapor pressure term. The burial co-
efficient Bna is set equal toαna,i (Yin et al., 2002), which
enters the transitional correction factor for HNO3 molecules
impinging on ice surfaces:

1

βna,i
=

r

r + λ
+

4Dnaκ0

Bnav̄nar
, (23)

ValuesBna<1 imply that a fraction of the HNO3 molecules
striking the ice surface become buried. Equation (22) pre-
dicts that HNO3 co-condenses with H2O whenever the parti-
cles are supersaturated with respect to the ice phase.

It is clear thatBl should depend on the relative time
scales of deposition of H2O molecules and desorption of the
trace species and hence onT , nl , on the energy of activation
for desorption, on the diffusivity of the molecules through
the growing ice multilayers, and perhaps on other factors.
However, as for the retention coefficient (recall Sect. 3.2), a
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Fig. 5. Temporal evolution of cirrus clouds starting at 218 K and∼220 hPa forced by cooling due to a synoptic wave with (black curves) and
without (red curves) superimposed gravity waves. The top, middle, and bottom panel show the temperature, the relative humidity over ice,
and the fraction of gas phase HNO3, respectively. The buoyancy waves have random temperature amplitudes, uniformly distributed in the
range 0–2 K, and random, normally-distributed periods with a mean value of 1200 s and a standard deviation of 400 s. The liquid background
aerosol consists of H2SO4/H2O droplets that form STS solutions during cooling. The heterogeneous ice nuclei do no interact with the gas
phase and are allowed to freeze (label HET) around a relative humidity over ice of 130%. Homogeneous freezing (label HOM) occurs two
times at 150–160%. The total mixing ratio of HNO3 is 0.5 ppb. Ice crystals nucleate first heterogeneously on IN and then homogeneously
on the liquid particles in the case with gravity waves; they nucleate only on IN in the case of synoptic cooling (bottom arrows in the middle
panel). Both clouds evaporate almost at the same time as the air mass warms (top arrows in the middle panel). The solid (dashed) curves in
the bottom panel assume a burial efficiency of 1(0.001) for HNO3 uptake on ice crystals.

theoretical model for the burial coefficient is not available,
justifying the use of this simplified description (Bl=αl,i) in
current models.

Nitric acid will evaporate from ice along with H2O
molecules when the particles are subsaturated with respect to
the ice phase. Under the assumption that the entrapped trace
gas is uniformly distributed in the ice volume, a reasonable
estimate for the evaporation rate of HNO3 molecules in an

ice particle of sizer is given by

dcna,i

dt
=

cna,i

cwv,i

dcwv,i

dt
,

dcwv,i

dt
< 0 ; (24)

similar equations can be formulated for other trace species
trapped in ice. Finally, it is argued that atmospheric
air parcels will only rarely experience conditions where
dcwv,i/dt≈0 (see Fig. 5, middle panel) and a possible
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coverage of HNO3 on the (almost) static ice surfaces is ig-
nored in this case.

The presence of trace substances such as HNO3 on an ice
surface may slow the evaporation rates of H2O molecules
from ice particles. Such a mechanism has been proposed to
explain stratospheric denitrification caused by PSCs without
dehydration (Wofsy et al., 1990). However, there is mixed
laboratory evidence for such an effect, especially for HNO3
partial pressures more typical for the UTLS in regions
where cirrus form (Warshawsky et al., 1999, and references
therein). In addition, there is lacking field evidence for
a reduction of ice evaporation rates in cirrus. For these
reasons, the presence of HNO3 on ice surfaces is currently
assumed to have no impact on ice evaporation rates in the
APSC.

Gravity waves, Twomey effect, and nitric acid scavenging
in cirrus

It has been suggested that mesoscale temperature fluc-
tuations can affect the nucleation and growth of PSC
particles (Murphy and Gary, 1995). Gravity waves also
seem to play a crucial role in cirrus formation, as demon-
strated in recent analyses of airborne measurements (Kärcher
and Str̈om, 2003). Figure 5 depicts the calculated time his-
tory of cirrus clouds forming out of STS droplets and ice
nuclei under different dynamical forcings. In the simulation,
mesoscale buoyancy waves with random amplitudes and
frequencies (black curves) are superimposed on a synoptic
wave (red curves). The assumed wave properties as noted in
the figure caption lead to frequency distributions of updraft
speeds and ice crystal number densities consistent with
those taken during the airborne measurements (Kärcher and
Ström, 2003). The top, middle, and bottom panel show
the evolution ofT , the relative humidity over ice (RHI),
and the fraction of HNO3 in the gas phase,f (HNO3); the
total mixing ratio of HNO3 is 0.5 ppb. The IN are assumed
to freeze at values of RHI approximately 25% below the
homogeneous freezing limit of∼155%, consistent with
the airborne measurements (Ström et al., 2003; Haag et al.,
2003b).

As cooling proceeds, the air mass becomes supersaturated
and a cirrus cloud forms att=3 h around RHI=130% in
the synoptic case (red curves, red arrow with label HET in
the middle panel), activating all available IN (0.008 cm−3).
When wave perturbations are allowed, a completely different
cloud forms. The IN freeze earlier (at 2.2 h, left black arrow
with label HET), but later (at 3.2 h and 4 h, right black arrows
with label HOM) RHI achieves values high enough to freeze
some of the liquid particles (in total 0.6 cm−3). In both cases,
the ice crystals grow in the subsequent two hours. Note that
the average RHI drops much faster when the rapid temper-
ature oscillations cause the nucleation, as the time scale for
depletion of available H2O vapor is inversely proportional
to the number of nucleated ice crystals. Further, the buoy-
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Fig. 6. Dry size distributions of freezing aerosol particles from the
simulations shown in Fig. 5. The initial bimodal distribution (blue
curve) is composed of liquid H2SO4/H2O droplets and heteroge-
neous ice nuclei. Lognormal parameters are 400 cm−3, 0.05µm,
1.6 (liquid aerosols) and 0.008 cm−3, 0.2µm, 1.8 (IN) for the to-
tal number, mode radius, and geometric width, respectively. In the
synoptic case, all available IN freeze (frozen particles shown as the
red curve). If synoptic cooling is perturbed by gravity waves, the
IN plus a small portion of liquid particles freeze (black curve), in-
creasing the number of ice crystals by a factor of 75.

ancy waves cause substantial deviations (up to 25% in case
of Fig. 5) of RHI from saturation, creating frequent supersat-
urations in cirrus. Att=6 h, the air mass warms synoptically,
and the cloud particles start evaporating, keeping RHI be-
tween 80–100% for the next five hours. Finally, the cloud
vanishes att=11 h.

It is interesting to note that ice particles are preferentially
formed during wave cycles with the highest cooling rates
whose temperature amplitudes become sufficiently large to
surpass the freezing thresholds, supporting a similar conjec-
ture (Kärcher and Haag, 2003, their Sect. 4.4). This is an im-
portant feature to study in future work, as it may help facili-
tate the development of parameterizations of cirrus formation
including the effect of small-scale temperature oscillations.

The initial dry aerosol size distribution is shown in Fig. 6
(blue curve). The aerosol consists of an external mixture of
liquid background particles and a few IN (size parameters are
given in the figure legend). The red curve is the fraction of
aerosols that froze in the synoptic case. These are essentially
all available IN. The black curve is the fraction of aerosols
that froze in the gravity wave-perturbed case. These are all
IN and a tiny fraction (about 0.5%) of the liquid particles.

This comparison suggests that cooling rates were insuffi-
cient to trigger both, homogeneous and heterogeneous freez-
ing modes in the synoptic case. The condensing species can-
not respond immediately to the changes of RHI caused by
the fast, small-scale cooling rates, producing significant de-
partures from equilibrium. This explains why the gravity
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Fig. 7. Size distributions of ice crystals (top panel) and instanta-
neous sedimentation fluxes of HNO3 (bottom panel) for the clouds
shown in Fig. 5. Ice crystals are assumed to be hexagonal columns
with an aspect ratio of 3. The length̀ and diameterd of the
columns are related to the equivalent spherical radius via`=3.87r

andd=1.29r. The total mixing ratio of HNO3 is 0.5 ppb. The black
and red curves describe cirrus formed by a synoptic wave with and
without superimposed gravity waves, respectively. The size distri-
bution is shown shortly after freezing is terminated (t=4 h 10 min).
The sedimentation fluxes are shown at 6 h after a subsequent growth
phase (note that the particle sizes have increased between 4 and 6 h)
and are evaluated with burial coefficients of 1 (solid curves) or 0.001
(dashed curves).

wave-driven cooling rates lead to a dramatic enhancement
of the total number densities of ice crystalsni by a factor of
0.6/0.008=75. On the other hand, under the assumption of
a constant cooling rate, K̈archer and Lohmann (2003) have
shown that the addition of a few externally mixed, efficient
IN could promote the suppression ofni , the effectiveness of
ice crystal reduction depending on the cooling rate (i.e., ver-
tical wind speed), temperature, and IN properties. As sug-
gested in Figs. 5 and 6, the presence of mesoscale tempera-
ture fluctuations renders a sound assessment of the indirect
aerosol effect on cirrus considerably more difficult as IN and

waves may compete with each other in changing basic cirrus
properties.

Ice crystal size distributions shortly after freezing for the
wave clouds discussed above are depicted in Fig. 7 (top
panel). While only one mode of large crystals forms on IN
in the synoptic wave (40–45µm, red curve), three modes
are observed in the case of buoyancy wave-driven cooling
(black curves). The rightmost mode at 45–50µm stems from
the IN, as for synoptic cooling. Particles in this mode have
grown to the largest sizes because they were formed earliest
(middle panel in Fig. 5). The two other modes at∼8µm and
∼30µm are formed homogeneously in two small-scale wave
events between 3–4 h.

It has been shown earlier that bimodal size distributions
can be caused by the combination of waves and homoge-
neous freezing (Lin et al., 1998). The simulations presented
in this work demonstrate that the modal size structure of cir-
rus particles can become even more complex when heteroge-
neous freezing processes additionally come into play. While
the total ice crystal number density in thin cirrus is likely
to be controlled by homogeneous nucleation, crystals with
largest dimensions in the range 50–100µm observed in thin
cirrus near the tropical tropopause (Heymsfield, 1986) are
likely to be formed on a few efficient IN as proposed here.

Another process that can lead to multimodal size distribu-
tions is sedimentation. The different crystal sizes imply that
the mode containing the largest particles will preferentially
contribute to sedimentation. In both, synoptic and gravity-
wave cases, the crystals that fall at the fastest rate formed
heterogeneously and hence cause a vertical redistribution of
IN. This may eventually leed to the seeding of ice in lower
level, mixed phase clouds.

Figure 7 indicates differences in the width of the ice crystal
modes. They are narrower for the small particle mode than
for the larger modes. The size distributions become broader
when the time scale of depositional growth of the fresh ice
crystals is comparable with, or shorter than, the time scale
of the freezing event. How effective the broadening can be
depends on the cooling rate, the temperature, and the size
of the freezing particles, which determine these time scales
(Bell and Ford, 2000; K̈archer and Lohmann, 2002).

In the simulations, we assume that the cirrus particles can
interact with HNO3. The retention coefficientR is set equal
to unity. VaryingR has little effect on the evolution of the
gas phase fraction of HNO3 shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 5, but the results are sensitive to the burial coefficientB.
Two cases are discussed: complete (B=1, solid curves) and
incomplete (B=0.001, dashed curves) trapping in growing
ice particles. In the first two hours of cooling,f (HNO3)

is reduced because nitric acid dissolves in the liquid par-
ticles. When ice forms,f (HNO3) is reduced further be-
cause the molecules are being trapped in the growing crys-
tals. A marked difference develops between complete and
incomplete burial after the ice particle growth phase. Upon
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evaporation of the clouds, all trapped HNO3 molecules return
to the gas phase.

In the case of small-scale waves, the rapid cooling and
warming cycles near ice saturation produce a complex pat-
tern of f (HNO3) owing to rapid co-condensation and co-
evaporation of HNO3 along with H2O. Irrespective of the
chosen value forB, this discussion emphasizes the difficulty
to interpret airborne measurements of HNO3 uptake on cirrus
cloud particles.

Denitrification of air masses may occur through sediment-
ing ice crystals that contain HNO3. The denitrification pro-
cess is very difficult to describe, as it involves uptake of
HNO3 on ice crystals formed at different times, with different
concentrations and growing at different rates, hence falling
with different velocties in air masses that may be sub- or su-
persaturated with respect to ice. In Fig. 7 (bottom panel), the
instantaneous vertical flux of HNO3 contained in cloud ice is
plotted as a function of crystal size att=6 h for the two dy-
namical scenarios and two burial coefficients consistent with
Fig. 5 (bottom panel). The flux is obtained by multiplying
cna,i (expressed as a volume mixing ratio) by the crystal ter-
minal fall speedw. Note that the ice mode formed in the
synoptic case has grown to 60µm at 6 h (red curves); these
ice crystals became larger than those formed formed on IN
in the mesoscale gravity wave case (rightmost black curves)
owing to their lower number density and the lack of many
small particles.

As expected, the vertical flux of HNO3 is larger the
higherB. Owing to the relatively small fall speeds, the ice
mode near 10µm associated with the strongest homogeneous
freezing event exhibits only a small contribution to the total
flux (less than 10%). The number density of the intermedi-
ate mode near 30µm, also caused by homogeneous nucle-
ation, is too low to significantly affectf (HNO3) (not visible
in the bottom panel of Fig. 7). Only the modes formed on IN
have the potential to denitrify the cloud formation layer, with
fluxes reaching up to 0.15–0.4 ppb km h−1 for B=1. These
numbers indicate that almost complete removal of the nitric
acid reservoir is possible on the time scale of 1–2 h, with po-
tential implications for the chemistry of ozone in the UTLS
region (Meilinger et al., 2001; Meier and Hendricks, 2002).
Clearly, it is highly desirable to better constrain the value of
burial coefficient for HNO3.

3.6 Numerical solutions

Changes of number of mass concentrations caused by air mo-
tion are computed directly from the pressure and temperature
changes after each time step1t , using the ideal gas law. The
mixing Eq. (3) is solved using Euler backward (implicit) time
stepping, assuming that the mixing rateω does not signifi-
cantly change in this time interval. An exact analytical so-
lution is possible if the dilution factor

∫ t+1t

t
ω(t ′)dt ′ can be

calculated explicity. Phase transitions are handled by inte-
grating the nucleation Eqs. (4) (binary homogeneous nucle-

ation equation fornl), (5) (freezing equation forna), and (6)
(gas retention equation forcl,a) over one time step; the differ-
ences are then added to the concentrations of the nucleated
phases to ensure overall mass conservation of each type of
molecule and the total number of (aerosol and ice) particles.

The growth Eqs. (8), (13), (15), and (22) are coupled to the
gas phase and solved using the analytical predictor schemes
for dissolution and condensation, as proposed by Jacobson
(1999). These schemes are non-iterative, unconditionally
stable, and mass-conserving. The coagulation Eq. (14) over
two particle size distributions with multiple chemical compo-
nents are solved using the semi-implicit coagulation solution
described by Jacobson (1999). This computationally efficient
scheme conserves particle volume exactly and is stable.

If the relative humidity falls below a given threshold,
water may be instantaneously equilibrated with the liquid
aerosol particles (recall Sect. 2.5). This is accomplished by
solving the nonlinear equationsnwv=Kwv,aewv,a iteratively
for the mass fractions of water in liquid aerosol particles
cwv,a, using a bisection method. This is done for each ra-
dius bin after the mass fractions of all other aerosol compo-
nentscl,a have been determined with the help of the nucle-
ation/dissolution/condensation equations.

4 Possible model extensions

It may be necessary to modify the APSC/APSCm in order
to treat problems not covered by the present versions and to
be prepared for new challenges. Potential changes of or ad-
ditions to the code include: (i) updated heterogeneous nu-
cleation rates, including experimental data on IN freezing
thresholds; (ii) nucleation and growth of nitric acid trihydrate
(NAT) on ice crystals; (iii) physical models for the burial co-
efficient and gas retention; (iv) a kinetic model to compute
the coverage of trace gases on static ice surfaces; (v) other
chemical compositions of liquid aerosol particles, such as
aqueous organic solutions or ammoniated sulfates, including
ternary nucleation rates for the H2O/H2SO4/NH3 system.

As for point (i), new laboratory information is becom-
ing available for freezing of insoluble nuclei relevant to the
UTLS, such as mineral dust and black carbon (see refer-
ences compiled in K̈archer and Lohmann, 2003). The im-
plementation of NAT particle growth (point ii) is possible
as their equilibrium properties are well known (Hanson and
Mauersberger, 1988), however, it is still uncertain how NAT
nucleates on ice particles (Luo et al., 2003). Current lab-
oratory and field data are insufficient to constrain possi-
ble models forBl and Rl (point iii) and infer desorption
rates (point iv) that would enable a kinetic description of
interactions of cirrus particles with, for instance, HNO3.
Parameterization schemes for the equilibrium vapor pres-
sures of fully liquid ammoniated sulfate particles (Lin and
Tabazadeh, 2001) and ternary nucleation rates (Korhonen
et al., 1999; Hanna Vehkam̈aki, personal communication,
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Fig. 8. Schematic illustrating some gas-aerosol-cirrus cloud processes in the UTLS region as examined in the present work, affecting the
radiation budget and the chemistry of ozone in this part of the atmosphere. The indirect effect of aerosols on cirrus clouds will be strongly
influenced by competition between liquid particles and one or several types of ice nuclei for the available water during the freezing process.
Uptake of H2O on cirrus ice crystals controls in part the efficiency of dehydration of air entering the tropical stratosphere and thus the
stratospheric water budget. Uptake of HNO3 on cirrus ice crystals may lead to denitrification possibly affecting the net production rate of
ozone. Vertical redistribution of efficient ice nuclei by sedimentation of ice crystals that have formed on those aerosol particles may initiiate
the ice phase in supercooled clouds present at altitudes below the cirrus levels. Ubiquitous small-scale gravity waves tied to convection,
turbulence, and orographic forcings, will exert a strong influence on freezing, growth, sedimentation, dehydration, and denitrification. All of
these processes shown are complex and will require an extraordinary effort to understand in detail.

2002) are available (point v), but the nucleation rates are not
validated forT <240 K and the use of liquid phase thermo-
dynamics is complicated by the fact that these particles likely
undergo frequent phase transitions (crystallization and deli-
quescence) in the upper troposphere (Colberg et al., 2003).

In the future, the APSCm will be extended to a one-
dimensional column model including sedimentation of ice
crystals. Such a model version allows us to study and
predict dehydration and denitrification of air masses at the
tropopause by a single cloud pass, and to interprete field data
more realistically.

5 Conclusions

An innovative process model for UTLS research, the APSC,
has been described in this paper. This microphysical-
chemical simulation tool describes aqueous supercooled so-
lution droplets consisting of H2SO4, HNO3, HCl, and HBr
along with insoluble inclusions. The liquid particles may
form from the gas phase via binary nucleation of H2SO4 and
H2O. This internal aerosol mixture can form ice particles by

homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing nucleation. Other
microphysical processes include condensation, dissolution,
coagulation, deposition, gas retention, gas trapping in grow-
ing ice particles, and the respective reverse processes. A sim-
ple gas phase chemistry is included to calculate the chemical
production of H2SO4 via oxidation of SO2. Aerosol parti-
cles may be equilibrated with ambient H2O at low relative
humidities. There are various options to discretize the parti-
cles into size bins and to treat nucleation, growth, and coag-
ulation. Effects of dynamical mixing can also be treated.

In a second version of the code, the APSCm, binary nu-
cleation and coagulation is not included, but liquid particles
along with any numberN of insoluble particles can freeze as
external mixtures to produceN+1 distinct ice modes. This
feature is required to simulate competition among multiple
freezing particle types, an essential prerequisite to study po-
tential indirect aerosol effects on cirrus clouds.

By comparison with other models and with in situ mea-
surements, it has been shown that the APSC/APSCmcan pro-
vide accurate predictions of atmospheric phenomena relevant
to UTLS research, including the formation and growth of
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aerosols, cirrus clouds, and polar stratospheric clouds. Some
applications of earlier versions of the APSC have already
been documented (Lin et al., 2002; Kärcher and Lohmann,
2002; Haag et al., 2003a; Kärcher and Lohmann, 2003). Pos-
sible model extensions have been proposed in the present
work, part of which require more experimental information
to constrain open parameters.

Along with the description of model equations and nu-
merical solution schemes, the present study discusses at-
mospheric applications of the APSC such as the formation
of aerosols and liquid-phase PSCs. Most importantly, the
formation of cirrus clouds in synoptic and mesoscale wave-
induced cooling events has been examined, with inferences
for the indirect effect of ice nuclei on cirrus and the vertical
redistribution of H2O, HNO3, and ice nuclei. A summary of
these processes is provided by Fig. 8.

The discussion of cirrus simulations highlights the im-
portance of buoyancy waves causing rapid temperature os-
cillations and heterogeneous ice nuclei on both, the forma-
tion and evolution of cirrus ice crystals and dehydration and
denitrification processes in the UTLS region. As indicated
in Fig. 8, these processes are strongly linked to each other.
The efficiency of each process depends on wave properties
(amplitudes, frequencies), concentrations of heterogeneous
ice nuclei and their freezing threshold relative humidities,
among other factors.

Ice crystal size distributions, the creation, extent, and
maintenance of ice supersaturation inside and outside of cir-
rus clouds, and the scavenging of trace gases such as HNO3
is controlled by the interaction of waves, freezing, and ice
particle growth and sedimentation. Amplitudes (up to 2 K)
and frequencies 20±10 min of mesoscale temperature fluc-
tuations can affect the nucleation of cirrus particles and pro-
duce significant departures from equilibrium in thin (subvi-
sual) cirrus with regard to the uptake of HNO3 and even H2O.
Homogeneous nucleation may dominate the total ice crystal
number density (and probably the effective radius) in most
cases, but heterogeneous ice nuclei can potentially modify
those details of the cloud microphysics which are essential
for dehydration and denitrification processes. The presence
of a few efficient ice nuclei may lead to multimodal ice parti-
cle size distributions by the generation of large (50–100µm)
particles quickly sedimenting out of the formation layer.

The example simulations discussed in the present work are
not meant to be complete. Rather, it is intended to high-
light the potential importance of heterogeneous ice nuclei
and mesoscale dynamical variability in cooling rates and to
stimulate detailed experimental and numerical studies con-
straining the uncertainties associated with the calculations.

6 Notation

aw water activity
c number density in the particle phase
d diameter of column
e equilibrium (saturation) number density
j nucleation rate
k kinetic prefactor
m particle mass
n gas phase or particle number density
p air pressure
r particle radius
v̄ mean thermal speed of a molecule
w ice crystal terminal fall speed
A particle surface area density
B burial coefficient
C coagulation rate coefficient
D diffusion coefficient of molecules in air
Dp particle diameter
H effective solubility
J nucleation rate coefficient
K Kelvin barrier
R retention coefficient
T air temperature
V particle volume density
W mass fraction

Be Best number
Kn Knudsen number
Re Reynolds number
Sc Schmidt number
A aspect ratio
N number of molecules in a critical germ
V average total volume of a particle
α mass accomodation or deposition coefficient
β transitional correction factor
γ adiabatic coefficient
κ capacitance
λ molecular mean free path
η dynamic viscosity of air
ν molecular volume
φ ventilation factor
ρ mass density of air
χ volume mixing ratio
ω mixing rate
subscripts
j summation index for size bins
k summation index for particles
l summation index for molecular species
a aerosol particle
i ice crystal
t total (gas and particle phase)
wv water vapor
na nitric acid
sa sulfuric acid
amb ambient
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Fig. 9. Capacity factorκi/r, ventilation factorφi , and terminal fall
velocityw of ice crystals of various shapes (spheres and hexagonal
columns with aspect ratiosA=1· · ·10) as a function of the radius
r of a volume-equivalent sphere. Ice crystals below 7.5µm are al-
ways spherical and assume their prescribed columnar shapes above
12.5µm. Values at intermediate radii are obtained by linear inter-
polation.

Appendix: Properties of cirrus ice crystals

The normalized capacitance, ventilation coefficient, and sed-
imentation velocity of ice crystals are plotted as a func-
tion of the radius of a volume-equivalent sphere in Fig. 9.
Black curves are computed for spherical particles and col-
ored curves for hexagonal columns with various aspect ratios
A, as described in Sect. 3.5.

The growth rate of ice crystals is changed by less than 10%
unless the aspect ratio exceeds 3. Enhanced growth due to
ventilation effects only becomes important for particles with
r>40µm for all shapes, leading to substantial enhancements
if crystals grow past 100µm. Note that we have cut-offφi
for the largest sizes as the relationship for columns provided
by Pruppacher and Klett (1997) becomes invalid. Terminal
fall speeds increase with size (w∝ra , a=1–2 for particles in
the Cunningham, Stokes, and Oseen-Best regime), but be-
come relevant only for particles>10µm in radius, where
also shape effects become important. The fall speed 1 cm s−1

corresponds to the time 105 s required to fall through a 1 km
thick layer.

In summary, the differences between spheres and hexag-
onal columns withA=1· · ·3 are small (growth rates and
sedimentation speeds change within a factor of two). For
columns of fixed size, the normalized capacitance increases,
the ventilation factor decreases, and the sedimentation veloc-
ity decreases whenA increases.
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